
To all our Year 2 children, 

 

Thank you for working so hard again and for all of the wonderful diaries that have been sent in this 

week. It has been so lovely seeing all of the work you have completed so far this term. We can clearly 

see how much time and effort you have taken to complete your tasks. We have been so proud of your 

reading, writing, maths work, art work, poetry performances and we cannot forget the excellent 

inventions you designed in our theme week. A highlight of each week included our zooms, seeing your 

smiley faces and your enthusiasm for learning together. Your teachers are extremely proud of all of 

your achievements at home and in school. You have all been brilliant. 

 

This week, we have really enjoyed finding out about your favourite books and seeing some of you 

dressed up as one of your favourite book characters in our assembly zooms. We were very impressed 

with your story knowledge and we could tell we have some Roald Dahl fans after our quiz. We hope you 

were inspired to read and find out more about some of Year 2’s favourite characters and books from 

the fantastic posters you designed. Well done everyone. 

Congratulations to this week’s WoW award children and star writers. 

w/c 

22.2.21 
Star writer  WoW  

2BR Jack – Jack has been chosen as the star 

writer this week because he wrote a 

fantastic missing poster to help find the 

character Smudge from the story 

‘Voices in the Park’. He used fantastic 

adjectives to describe the appearance 

and personality of Smudge. He also 

remembered all his capital letters, full 

stops, commas and conjunctions. Well 

done Jack. We are very proud of you! 

Chen – Chen has been chosen as the 

worker of the week this week because he 

has continued to work hard at home every 

week whilst school has been closed. He 

has produced some very good work so we 

know he has tried his best. Chen always 

has a big smile on his face during our 

zoom calls and always takes part. Keep up 

the great work Chen. We are very proud 

of you! 

2C Peter- Peter has been chosen as the 

star writer this week because he has 

worked incredibly hard on his writing 

this week. He wrote a lovely description 

of Smudge from the story Voices in the 

Park which included conjunctions, 

contractions and perfect punctuation. 

Well done for challenging yourself with 

each section of the writing as well. Keep 

up the good work and I can’t wait to see 

you working this hard next week at 

school. 

Lucy- Lucy has been chosen as the 

worker of the week this week because she 

has worked incredibly hard during the 

whole of lockdown. She has always 

completed every activity to the best of 

her activity and has tried to challenge 

herself as well. She also replied to my 

ideas for how to improve her work. Keep 

up the good work Lucy. I am looking 

forward to you working this hard in the 

classroom next week! 

2M These children have been chosen by Mrs 

Watts and Mrs Nicholls for the work 

they have been doing while at school: 

Regan- Regan was chosen as the star 

writer for his great effort in writing a 

Missing poster. 

These children have been chosen by Mrs 

Watts and Mrs Nicholls for the work they 

have been doing while at school: 

Teddy- Teddy has been chosen as the 

worker of the week for trying so hard in 

every subject this week. 



 

Children please remember to give your Mum, Dad, Nan, Grandad or other family members a big hug and 

to say thank you for all of their hard work helping you with your lessons. 

Updates and things to bring in next week – 

Reading will happen in class, allowing time to evaluate where the children are and books will be sent 

home in the next few weeks.  

 

 

w/c 

1.3.21 
Star writer  WoW  

2BR Kenzie – Kenzie has been chosen as the 

star writer this week for the brilliant 

diary entry he wrote as one of the dogs 

from the story ‘Voices in the Park’. He 

had some very creative ideas and used 

some super vocabulary. He also 

remembered to write in the past tense 

and included all his capital letters and full 

stops. Keep up the great work Kenzie. We 

are very proud of you!  

We would like to give the worker of the 

week award to all of the parents. You have 

worked so hard with your children over 

the past few weeks and we are so grateful 

for all of your support during this tricky 

time! 

2C Frankie- Frankie has been chosen as the 

start writer because he wrote a lovely 

diary entry as if he were one of the dogs 

in Voices in the Park. He used some very 

grown up vocabulary and included some 

words with suffixes in his work. Frankie 

described what he could see really well, 

making it feel like the person reading the 

diary was really there. Brilliant work 

Frankie! Keep it up! 

2M Phoebe- Phoebe has been chosen as the 

star writer because she put such a lot of 

detail into her diary entry that she wrote 

while at school. She worked hard on the 

beginning, middle and end of her work, 

using punctuation throughout. Keep it up 

Phoebe. 

Work to share in class Express yourself art work 

A piece of work you are proud of  

Science lesson A piece of kitchen roll for an Absorbancy comparison investigation. 

Please write down and label what type of kitchen roll it is. 

Swimming kit All Year 2 classes are now on a Wednesday morning 

Other items to bring in PE kits 

Hand gel 



If your child would like to bring in the skipping rope they were gifted for playtime they can. Please 

ensure it has your childs name on. If you did not collect one already it will be in your child’s classroom. 

 

Have a lovely weekend and we look forward to seeing you all on Monday. 

From the Year 2 teachers xx 

 

                                                       


